
NEW THEME WRITING ACTIVITIES

Next, they create different endings to the tale and work together to identify how the new ending affects the theme.
Finally, students write their.

Theme is a difficult concept to grasp. You will hear students using tons of math vocabulary as they talk about
the worms, compare them, sort them, and measure with them too! Provide a word bank for students to use
when discussing what they know about fictional stories. If kids have writing tools available and write
regularly they will naturally experiment with print making and beginning writing. Teaching theme gets at the
heart of what we want for studentsâ€”authentic, meaningful, and memorable experiences with text. Challenge
the kids to move their bodies even more with the placement of the cards. Pin this image so you have it when
you need it! For example, if a student says the theme of Tuck Everlasting is living forever is a bad idea, you
can work with the class to find different ways to express this thought. Thank you. Rewrite the lesson as a
general statement i. Guest Bloggers Ideas for Teaching Theme and a couple freebies! Writing should be fun,
not a chore. Ask the Right Questions The theme comes from the way that the characters â€” usually the main
character â€” change s and grow s throughout the story. Go over the definition of theme with the class.
Students roll the dice, count out the corresponding number of dog bones and put the bones in the dog bowl.
Where did I get all the hole punches? Try adding new writing tools too! Later in previous writing sessions as
kids are ready move on to labeling the items in the picture or writing a sentence on your modeled writing. No
more brown, blah everywhere. The flower play dough tray is fabulous for exercising their fine motor muscles.
Below I have listed a few movies that can get your class started. Cultural Stories and Fables Stories from
different cultures are a great way to start your study of theme, because many of these stories have been passed
down through the generations for the purpose of teaching an important truth or lesson. Students will LOVE
sculpting the life cycle of a plant using play dough and props. Reading books multiple times builds fluency,
reading comprehension, and vocabulary. In the science center, set up an investigation all about plants. Use
milk cartons, clear plastic cups so you can see the roots , or plastic baggies taped to the windows. There are so
many great non-fiction books about pets! Just put out two dice. However, some might do better if they are able
to choose between different prompts when responding. Get kiddos up and moving with this spring alphabet
match up! Use anchor charts to outline the elements of the story or give students a graphic organizer to follow.
Looking at how the main character responds in various situations can give you clues to the theme of the story.
You might do a whole group modeled writing on a topic. I found this bag of rubber mulch at Home Depot.
They edit sentence structure, and revise for general meaning and sound. Place flower letter cards on the table.


